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I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable interest is being evinced
in the design of computer aided transmission
protection systems in the recent past [1-
5,10^11]. Usually the coordination of
directional relays involves several
iterations before a satisfactory solution
is arrived at. Normally a trial and error
procedure is employed for setting these
relays in multilooped networks. Knable
[7,8] was the first person who suggested
the need to break all the loops at the so
called break points and locate the
starting relays at these points. The
coordination of the rest of the relays
will be performed only after these
starting relays are set properly. He also
suggested a circuit geometry approach for
determining the break points which will break
all the loops of the system graph in both
directions. The coordination procedure
starts by initially setting these starting
relays and all the other relays are set one
by one in a specified sequence so that at
each stage the relay being set coordinates
with all its primary relays. Since a
transmission line is normally protected by
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directional relays located at both ends, the
loops formed in both clockwise and
anticlockwise directions are to be taken into
consideration in the determination of break
points. Dwarakanath and Nowitz [1] have
given a graph theoretic procedure for the
determination of the break points. Extending
the concepts introduced in [1], Damborg et al
[2] and Ramaswami et al [3] have proposed
systematic algorithms for determining a
relative sequence matrix (RSM) and a
corresponding set of sequential pairs (SSP).
They have also proposed actual coordination
algorithms for over current and distance
relays using the RSM and SSP for the given
transmission network. It was further
emphasized in the coordination procedure in
[2] that the use of RSM and SSP minimizes the
number of iterations required. Ramaswami et
al [4] further enhanced the scope of the work
in [2] and suggested an algorithm to
enumerate all the loops of the network graph
using the Depth First Search (DFS) technique
[9] as a part of their topological analysis.
But the computation of the break points is
carried out in the same way as in [2].

Bapeswara Rao and Sankara Rao [5] have
presented yet another algorithm based on the
graph theoretic concepts for the
determination of a minimum set of break
points. In this method they have suggested a
systematic procedure for enumerating all the
simple loops (directed) of an oriented graph
of the system network. By suitably defining
an augmented loop matrix Lj. (taking into
account loops formed in the clockwise as well
as anticlockwise direction), a simple and
well known Boolean method [10] was used to
obtain the minimal set of breakpoints. The
main effort required in [5] is the
determination of the complete loop matrix L',
which can be quite time consuming for large
power networks. This method however has
certain advantages over [2] for the break
points determination.

Recently Prasad et al [6] proposed a
very fast method for this purpose. They
showed that a breadth-first-search (BFS)
based method for the generation of all
circuits is faster from the point of view of
determining the smallest break point set.
They also improved the Boolean method used in
[5] by using an efficient simplification
procedure.

In the present paper, a very simple
algorithm is presented to determine the
minimum set of break points using only the
fundamental circuit matrix of the system
graph. With the help of the set of break
points and the RSM, a set of sequential pairs
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In the next section the required
notation is first introduced. The new
algorithm based on fundamental circuits is
then described. Section III illustrates the
new procedure. Some aspects related to the
method are discussed in section IV.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

Let G be the undirected graph of the
given power network (throughout this paper we
assume that the graph G is connected. If
this is not true, the method presented here
should be applied to each component of G).
Let e be the number of edges of G and v be

number of its vertices. Let n = e-v+1.
edge i in G has two orientations. Call
of them as a. and the other as b.. Let

be the graph G with each edge having the
orientation of a.. If the directions of all
edges of G. are reversed, we obtain another
graph denoted by G^. In G'^ an edge i
corresponds to b.. Consider G, and generate
a tree T of it.1 Let C, , Cn, ..., C_ be the

the
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where product of two sums should be
interpreted as Boolean AND operation.
Expand this product of sums. Let t be a
product term in this expansion. It follows

from the above Boolean algebra interpretation
of S that deleting all edges appearing in t
destroys all the fundamental circuits of G.
as well as those of G' . Let C ., C 2>..,C-.
be the remaining circuits of G,. In each of
these circuits replace an edge i with a
negative sign by b.. If the sign is positive
retain it as a.. Let C' ,, C' ,,,,... C'.. be
the remaining circuits of G .. For all u =
n + 1, n + 2 1, C' is obtained from C by
replacing all a's (?t>'s) in C by b's (a's).
Let B be a set of a and b literals such that
it contains at least one literal from each of
the circuits CL , C2,...,C, and C' , C' ,...,
C'-ĵ . Then B is called a Break point set. A
break point set B is said to be a minimal
break point set if no proper subset of B is
a break point set. 'B is said to be a
minimum break point set if (i) it is a
minimal break point set and (ii) it has the
lowest number of elements. We will now give
a procedure to obtain a minimum break point
set (In general, such a set is not unique).
It is capable of giving a minimal break point
set also. The new method is based on the
following theorem.

Theorem j^: Every minimal break point set B
of the graph G is a product term in S.

Proof :- The proof of the above theorem is
given in Appendix I.

Although this theorem 1 guarantees that
all minimal break point sets of the graph are
product terms in S, the converse viz, "every
product term of S is a break point set" is
not true. Therefore we need a method to
recognise a minimal break point set. This is
done as follows: Replace the ith edge of G
by two antiparallel edges a. and b.. Do this
for all edges in G. Let G, denote the
resulting graph. Remove all edges of G,
which appear as literals in a product term t
of S. Then t is a break point set if and
only if the resulting graph is acyclic. This
is because every circuit of G is a directed
circuit in G, (A circuit is said to be
directed if the orientation of every edge in
it coincides with the orientation of the
circuit). A graph which does not contain a
directed circuit is said to be acyclic and
therefore t is required to destroy all
directed circuits in G,. However, it should
be noted that it is not necessary to destroy
directed circuits of two antiparallel edges
as they constitute a single edge in G.

The test for acyclicity property
mentioned above is greatly simplified as
follows: Let there be p literals in t.
Removing the edges corresponding to these
literals from G, leaves a graph of 2e-p
2(e-p)+p edges. Thus if both a. and b. are
not present in i, then (e-p) edges of G have
both a. and b. in the graph G^ when the edges
of t are removed. It is obvious that the end
vertices of a^ and bi can be coalesced
without destroying any circuit in the graph.
Therefore in addition to deleting the edges
of t, coalesce all a. and b. if any. Let G'^
denote the resulting graph. The test for
acyclicity on G' , is almost trivial because
the number of vertices are greatly reduced.
A large number of parallel edges are in
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general formed. They can be replaced by a
single edge. For p = e-v+2, e-p = v-2.
i.e., (v-2) a.'s and b.'s can be coalesced.
Thus G'd is a graph of at most two vertices.
If a. and b. are both present in t for q
different values of i, then 2e-p can be
written as

2e-p = 2(e-p')+(p-2q)
where p = p'+2q.
Since p'<p,

e-p'>e-p.
Thus the number of edges to be coalesced
increases. In any case, this establishes that
G'j is usually a very small graph which can
be easily tested for acyclicity. Combining
this test with theorem 1, the following
algorithm is obtained for the generation of a
minimal break point set B .v m

Algorithm:

1. Determine the fundamental circuits of G,
(For example, use algorithm 3, Page 280
of N. Deo [9]).

2. Replace an edge i with a positive
(negative) sign by a a. (b.) literal.
Form the Boolean sum for each of these
circuits. Replace all a's (b's) by b's
(a's) to get the Boolean sums of the
fundamental circuits of G ' . .

3. Form the product S of all the Boolean
sums generated in step 2 (i.e., of all
fundamental circuits of both G. and
G'^). Expand this product to obtain a
sum of products form of S. Ignore all
product terms with less than n+1
literals.

4. Let t be a smallest (in terms of number
of literals) available term in S. From
G^ delete all edges appearing in t. If
a^ and b. both exist in the remaining
graph, coalesce their end vertices. Do
this for all i. Let G' be the
resulting graph. If the edges being
coalesced contain a circuit, then t is
not a break point set. In this case go
to the beginning of this step.
Otherwise go to the next step.

5. Test G' for acyclicity (Ch. 9. of N.
Deo [9]7. If G'd is acyclic, t is a
minimum break point set and the
algorithm terminates. Otherwise goto
step (4).

III. EXAMPLE

The following example illustrates the
procedure. Consider the power network shown
in Fig. 1 [5]. Its undirected graph G
shown in Fig. 2. The graph G
directions for edges is shown Fig.3.
graph G'. is shown in Fig. 4.

is
with
The
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a , - , a.r, a - j ' a « > a q -
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Th
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ental circuits are (a a b ) ;

g 2
the fundamental circuits are (a,-,
(a6, a3, b ) ; {a a b ) ; (a ab 2 ) ; b 1 ) ; (a

, b,);
Bj) and

Fig -1- A power network with relays.

Fig.2 Undirected graph G of the network
in Fig . 7.

Fig.3. The directed graph G7 of the network
corresponding to relays t to 9-

Fig.U- The directed graph Gj corresponding
to the relays 1 to 18 .

9,aA,b9). Replace all a's by b's and all
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Expand this and ignore all product terms
less than six literals. For example b.b
is a product term in the expansion of 5
has only four literals. t = b«b~
a product term of six literals in
products form of S. Thus this is a cand
for a minimal break point set. Remove
edges appearing in t from G,. The resu
graph is shown in Fig.5.
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We first note that the edges 1,6,4 of G
(corresponding to a-, b,; a&, b^; a^, b^) do
not form a loop. Therefore coalesce the end
vertices of the edges 1,6,4. For the sake of
uniformity replace a higher numbered vertex
by a lower numbered vertex. The resulting
graph G'd is shown in Fig.6.

It is easily verified that in G'(j
edges are from III to I. Therefore G\
acyclic. Thus b^ b, a^ a^ b b is a mini
break point set.

all
is

bg is a minimal

Consider the product term t = b2 b, b,
a,- a-, bg. This has six literals. Therefore
it can be a break point set. Removing the
edges contained in t from the graph G , , the
graph shown in Fig.7 is obtained.

The edges 1, 6, 9 do not form a circuit
in G. coalesce the end vertices of these
edges. The resulting graph G' , is shown in
Fig.8. The edge ag which is a self loop is a
directed circuit °This self loop is created
because the edges a, and bg are short
circuited). This shows that b2 b, b^ a,- a7
bo is not a break point set.
o

IV. DISCUSSION

Damborg et al [2], Ramaswami et al [3,4]
and Bapeswara Rao et al [5] described methods
for the determination of break points making
use of all directed circuits of the network.
In contrast to these methods, we do not
require all circuits. We need only a set of
fundamental circuits or any other set of
independent circuits. Thus our method is not
only fast and novel but requires less memory
also. The memory requirement in step (3) can
be further reduced by modifying the procedure
as follows:

Let Wai denote the number of fundamental
circuits \CX, C2> . i..',Cn> C ^ , C'?...,C )
in which a. appears. W . will be called the
weight of^-a.. Similarly W. . will be called,
the weight Xof b.. Imagine n + 1 blanks and
fill them in possible ways using 2e literals.
Let t be a set of literals filling these
blanks. Carry out the following tests on t
in the sequence given.

Fig-5. The graph Gd after
are removed

Fig.6- The graph 6d*

Fig.7. The graph G<j with edges
05 07 and bg removed

b7

a 8

Fig.8 The graph
a5 a7 b8
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(i) Is the sum of the weights of the
literals at least 2n? If not, reject the set
t. Generate the next t and go to the
beginning of this step. If yes go to the
next step.

(ii) Does the set t cover all fundamental
circuits? (A circuit is said to be covered by
t if t has at least one edge from the
circuit). If not, reject the set. Generate
the next t and go to step (i). Otherwise go
to the next step.

(iii) Carry out test for acyclicity as
explained in the algorithm. If G', is not
acyclic, generate next t and go to step (i)
above. Otherwise t is a minimum breakpoint
set.

In this procedure S is stored only as a
product of sums and not as a sum of products.
This saves lot of memory. If no set of n+1
literals is a break point set (This is in
general rare if the graph G is nonseparable)
then imagine n+2 blanks and repeat. In this
context storing all rejected sets of (n+1)
literals saves some computation.

To illustrate this procedure consider
the example discussed in section III. The
weight of the various literals are shown in
Table 1.

acyclic. For example consider t = bj b^ ^4
a, a-, ag bo. As shown earlier this is not a
break point set because of the self loop of
an in G', (Fig.8). Therefore include a^ also(Fig.8).
in the break point set, Thus

is a minimal break point sel

The num
break point
[5]. This ca
a graph which
graph e
literals to
it has one
other in the
it requires a
all the direc
the general c
literals (the
break all dir

ber of literals in a minimal
set cannot be less than e-v+2

n be seen as follows. Consider
has just one circuit. For this
v. Further it requires two
break the two directed circuits,
in clockwise direction and the
anticlockwise direction. Thus
t least e-v+2 literals to break
ted circuits of this graph. In
ase it requires at least (e-v+1)
no of elements in a cotree) to
ected circuits in one direction.

Thus it is obvious that we need, at least
e-v+2 elements to break all directed
circuits. This information is used in step
(3) of the algorithm to eliminate all terms
with less than e-v+2 literals.

A minimum break point set of (e-v+2)
literals cannot have both a. and b. in it
(The proof of this statement is given in
Appendix II). Using this,some terms t of S of
e-v+2 literals can be eliminated.

Literal

a l '

a 2 >

a 3 '

a4-

a 5,

a6'

a 7,

a o,

bl

b2

b3

b4

b5

b6

b7

b o

Weight

2

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

Table 1: Weights of literals of the
in Fig. 1 .

network

Consider t = b b a a bg bq. Using
Table-1, the total weight of all literals in
t is 10. Further t contains at least one
literal from every circuit. As shown in
Section III, G'd is acyclic. Thus t is a
break point set.

If what we want is a minimal break point
set and not a smallest minimal break point
set, we can in general easily obtain it as
follows. In S take any product term of at
least (e-v+2) literals. Go through steps (4)
and (5) of the algorithm. If G, is acyclic,
then it is a break point set. G' is
connected if the term t is a minimal Break
point set. If G'd is cyclic, the cycle is
usually detected in the acyclicity test.
Remove the appropriate edges to make it

Theorem 1 establishes that the maximum
number of literals that a minimal break point
set can have is 2 n.

Addition of a line can be handled as
follows: If the new line added is not in any
loop, then it does not change the break point
set. Therefore consider the possibility in
which the line is a chord of a tree (i.e., it
is contained in at least one loop of the
network). In this case the new break point
set can be obtained as follows: Let B be a
minimal break point set of e-v+2 literals of
the network before the new line is added.
Let x be the new line added. For a given
edge i in G if neither a. nor b. is present
in B , then coalesce the end vertices of i.
Do tBis for all i. This gives a graph of
almost two vertices. If the two end vertices
of x are also coalesced in this process then
the new break point set B' is (B , a , b J-
where a and b are the two relays at the two
ends or the line x. This is because of the
fact that this is the only way the resulting
graph can be made acyclic. On the other hand
if the two end vertices of x are not
coalesced, then B1 contains a or b but
not both. Let I and II be the two vertices
of x. Let a (bx) be from I (II) to II (I).
If all the edges of B are from I to II, then
B' is B , a . Otherwise it is -̂ B , b }.
The above"1 arguments hold even if tRe line
added is a parallel line. If x and y are two
parallel lines, take y in the network and
determine a break point set B . If B does
not have any literal from y, then
contains both a and b (this is because the
two end vertices of y can be coalesced). If
Bra contains a (b ) then B' contains a (b )
r |-| i y y m x x

m
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If multiterminal lines are present in
the network, imagine fictitious relays as
suggested by Damborg et al [2]. But after
the product of f circuits are formed, delete
the literals corresponding to the fictitious
relays and apply the above procedure to the
resulting product.
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Since S. C. is a term in the expansion of
S', if S. C? is cut by deleting some edges
in the expansion of SC, , then S' is also cut
i.e., S' is cut whenever C, S is cut. i.e,
between C^ . Sr and C1

 B r n

minimal so far as cuttifig
But C-, S is contained in S.
is true of C,
Li Q _ J . . . , \-> n r\ ' ~ "

that cut S; pare in S. i.e., terms in S cut
not only the fundamental circuit but also C .
Since C is any directed circuit, this
implies that S contains all minimal terms
that cut all directed circuits.

APPENDIX - II

A property of a minimal break point set

D r lp 1Q r lp rso far as cutting S' is concerned.
Further what

is true of C- ,...,C , c' l p.
Therefore all minimal terfis

Theorem
set of

2: Let
(e-v+p)

B be a minimum break point
literals such that for at

least one i both ai and b. are not present in
it. Then B cannot have more than (p-2) pairs
of a. and b. literals.

Proof : - Let G be the undirected graph of
the network. For each i = 1,2, ..., e,
delete the edge i from G if both a. and b.
are present in B . Let G' be
the resulting graph. Let q pairs of a. and
b. be present in B . Then G' has e-q edges.
Then any minimal break point set of G' has at
least e-q - v+2 literals. Remove all pairs
of a± and b.̂  from B . Then B'm has (e-v + p-2q)
literals in it. But B' is a break point set
of G'. This is because all circuits of G'
are circuits of G and a. and b. pairs are
removed both from G as well as B . Note that
B' is not null as there is at least one i
such that both a. and b. are not present in
B' . This implies that

e-v + p-2q >,
q ^

e-q-v + 2
p-2

Corollary :- A break point set of (e-v+2)
literals can not have both a. and b..
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